	
  

	
  

On Thin Icing
by Ellie Alexander

Book Club Questions

1.   On Thin Icing is the first book in the series not to take place at Torte. How is
the snowy resort different from Torte? Were some of the differences more
favorable than others?
2.   Jules takes Sterling to be her assistant for the weekend. How has Sterling grown
since we met him in Meet Your Baker? What do you think has caused the
growth and maturity?
3.   Jules gets a surprise when her husband, Carlos, arrives at the resort. How does
Jules react to his arrival? Does his arrival change how Jules behaves?
4.   We learn a lot about Jules and Carlos’s past in On Thin Icing. Where do you
think their relationship will go in future books? Why?
5.   Lance is in his element. Snowed in at a rustic retreat with a murdered man and
his new muse, Carlos. What brought Lance and his audience to the lodge? How
do you think the experience would have been different for Jules if Lance wasn’t
there?
6.   Jules runs into some technical difficulties baking at altitude. Have you ever
experienced difficulties baking? What were they and how did you fix them?
7.   In past books, Jules and Thomas have rekindled their friendship. How does
Thomas react to meeting Carlos? Have you ever experienced something similar
when introducing people from different points in your life?
8.   Jules learns some news about a possible future between her mother and the
Professor. Have you ever been in a similar position between a parent and a
suitor? How do you think this news with effect the relationship between Jules
and Helen? Will it change her relationship with the Professor too?
9.   Bonus question: are you team Thomas or team Carlos? 	
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